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method is most comfortable for your team. Scouting is important to determine how you complement other teams in 
your alliance and how you match up against your opponents. No matter how you record it, focus on information which 
will be useful to your team when you meet your alliance partners to discuss strategy. 

Some possible areas to gather information include: 

� CAPABILITIES – what can the robot/team do and what does it not do? 
� STRATEGIES – what does the robot / team do during the match? How does the team play the game? 
� PERFORMANCE – how well does the robot / team do what it attempts? What are the robot’s strengths and 

weaknesses? 
� AUTONOMOUS – what does the robot do in autonomous mode? Does the team have multiple program options? 

 

The more data points you can collect on strategies and performance, the better understanding you will have of a given 
team.  Information on a team’s capabilities can be obtained by visiting the team in the pit area or watching match play. 

4.0 Engineering Notebooks 

4.1 Overview 
This section describes the requirements for creating the Engineering Notebook, including formatting guidelines, Judges’ 
tips, and the use of various forms of engineering support. It also provides links for sample pages from an award winning 
FTC Engineering Notebook. 

4.2 What is an Engineering Notebook? 
One of the goals of FIRST and FTC is to recognize the engineering design process and “the journey” that a team makes 
during the phases of the problem definition, concept design, system-level design, detailed design, test and verification, 
and production. 

Throughout the building of your robot you will come across obstacles, lessons learned, and the need to draw things out 
on paper.  This is where you and your team will use an engineering notebook. These notebooks follow your team from 
kickoff throughout the competitions. Judges review your engineering notebook to better understand your journey, 
design, and team. 

Note:  Refer to the judging criteria in the Awards & Judging Criteria section for more details on how your Engineering 
Notebook will be judged. 

4.3 The Notebook 
Teams may choose to record their season with either handwritten, electronic, or online documents. No distinction is 
made between handwritten and electronic Engineering Notebooks during judging. 

Electronic/Online: Teams may choose to use electronic or online programs to create their Engineering Notebook.  For 
the purposes of judging, teams must print out their Engineering Notebooks and place them in a binder, no larger than 
1.5”. All pages must be numbered and in order. Only one copy is required per team.  

Handwritten: Spiral-bound, laboratory, or documentation notebooks are available through your school or local 
stationary supply store or you may use the notebook supplied by Rockwell Collins delivered to you in your Kit of Parts.  
Use the following criteria: 
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1. Your Team Number and Team Name must be clearly printed on the cover of your Engineering Notebook. 
2. Numbered pages are required so that pages cannot be substituted or deleted. 
3. Only one Engineering Notebook is required per team. 
4. Multiple teams may not share an Engineering Notebook. 

4.4 Guidelines/Format 
The FTC engineering notebook is a complete documentation of your team’s robot design. This documentation should 
include sketches, discussions and team meetings, design evolution, processes, obstacles, and each team member’s 
thoughts throughout the journey for the entire season. A new notebook should be created for each new season.  The 
guidelines are: 

1. Document EVERYTHING!! 

2. The Engineering Notebook must be divided into multiple sections, including: 

a. An Engineering Section that includes your robot design processes (required) 

b. A Team Section that includes information about your team, your outreach activities (required) 

c. Your business plan, strategic plan or sustainability plan (not required) 

3. Your Team Number and Team Name must appear on the outside of the Engineering Notebook. Engineering 
Notebooks will not be considered without this information. 

4. Attach a “summary page” to the front cover of your Engineering notebook. Your summary should give the 
Judges an overview of the highlights of your season. Your summary page should also include your team number 
and point the Judges to the pages in your Engineering Notebook that you would most like the Judges to 
consider. 

5. Engineering Notebooks should be organized enough that an outsider can understand your team and your 
journey. 

6. Written entries should be in permanent ink – not pencil. 

7. Start the Team Section of your notebook by introducing each team member and mentor with a brief biography 
of their name, age (or school year), interests, and reasons for joining your FTC team. 

8. Start a fresh page in the Engineering Section at every meeting. The date, and start/stop times should be 
recorded when starting a new page.  Each day should start with two columns: 

a. Task Column – What is your team doing and discovering? 

b. Reflections Column – Where your team records thoughts on what is happening and any questions that 
need to be answered. 

9. Entries should be made by every team member, initialed and dated. 

10. All designs and changes to your robot should be recorded directly into the Engineering Section of your 
notebook. The inclusion of all details and sketches are preferable. Notes and calculations should be done in your 
notebook, NOT on loose paper. 

11. In the case of an error, draw a single line through the incorrect data. Do NOT erase or use correction fluid. All 
corrections should be initialed and dated. 

12. Use both sides of a page.  Never leave any white space: “X” out or crosshatch all unused space, and initial and 
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date. 

13. To insert pictures or outside information into your notebook, tape the picture into your notebook and outline 
with permanent ink, to note that it was there in case it falls out. Put the corresponding page number on that 
inserted page. 

14. Insert a copy of your robot’s Bill of Materials (BOM) as part of your Engineering Notebook as required by rules in 
the annual Game Manual. 

15. The Team Section of the Engineering Notebook is also a good place to discuss and show team activities that are 
done throughout the team’s season. 

4.5 Judges’ Tips 
� Every notebook is a work in progress, forever changing and developing. Judges do not want to see a “final” copy 

notebook if yours is handwritten; they want the real thing complete with misspellings, stains, worn edges and 
wrinkled pages. Just remember to keep it real! 

� Pictures along with the bios would serve as a great visual for the judges to get to know each member of your 
team. 

� A judging panel is always interested to see a unique design or playing strategy. On the other hand, a design 
without the substance to support its reasoning is not viewed as highly. 

� Pictures or sketches of your robot designs are recommended as part of a thorough documentation. 
� Bring a second copy of the BOM for robot hardware inspection. 

4.6 Notebook Examples 
Scanned copies of award-winning Engineering Notebook examples are posted on the FTC website. It is strongly 
encouraged for teams to look over these as great examples of what the judges will be looking for when reading through 
your Engineering Notebooks. 

5.0 The Robot 

5.1 Overview 
A FIRST Tech Challenge Robot is a remotely operated vehicle designed and built by a registered FIRST Tech Challenge 
team to perform specific tasks when competing in the annual game challenge. This section provides rules and 
requirements for the design and construction of your Robot. Please ensure that you are familiar with the Robot and 
game rules before beginning Robot design. 

5.2 Robot Rules 
The intent of the FTC Game Design Committee (GDC) is to create games that can be played with Robots constructed with 
the TETRIX®, MATRIX®, and/or LEGO® robotics system kits using basic tools and equipment. Anyone that has attended a 
tournament knows that FTC teams think outside the kit-of-parts to create unique and creative robots.  For the 2013-
2014 season the GDC has upped the creative potential for robot design by removing many of the legacy restrictions for 
mechanical/structural items. The GDC hopes that veteran FTC students will enjoy the increased freedom of choice and 
the resulting simplification of hardware inspection. 

5.2.1 General Robot Rules 
<RG01> Only ONE Robot will be allowed to compete per registered FIRST Tech Challenge team. It is expected that teams 


